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ABOUT US

ABOUT US

Discover Your Perfect

RETREATS
& VENUES

			 Retreat Venues

Choose from
a 1000+ venues
vetted by
our community
of over 750
retreat leaders.
FIND A VENUE

W

e help retreat leaders find their perfect venue for free. Browse our
website or book a discovery call today for a more personalized
touch. We will start by learning more about your retreat vision on
a discovery call (15 to 30 minutes).
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Then our retreat venue experts will curate a custom list of venues that match
your retreat vision. We then work 1 on 1 with you to help you book or hold
your perfect venue.
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CARIBBEAN

GUANAHANI BEACH CLUB

Guanahani Beach Club
4 ROOMS

8 PEOPLE

ZSA

RESORT

COCKBURN TOWN,
BAHAMAS
Guanahani

Beach

Club

LEARN MORE

is

an

intimate

luxury Resort located on the South-East
coast

of

San

Salvador,

on

the

pristine

white powdery sandy beach of Snow Bay.

Discover Your
Next Retreat Venue

CARIBBEAN
Discover leading retreats,
stunning venues and

Guanahani Beach Club offers the ideal setting
to take care of your mind and body. With its
minimalist island chic interiors, it is the perfect
luxury destination to relax, revitalize and recharge.
The Resort hosts only 4 luxury villas ensuring
the utmost privacy while the amenities deliver
the highest standard of service.

welcoming hosts
around the world
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BLUE NIRVANA

BLUE NIRVANA

Blue Nirvana
GREAT EXUMA,
BAHAMAS
GGT

ACTIVITIES
4 ROOMS

8 PEOPLE

VILLA

•

Beach

•

Golf

•

Biking

•

Paddle

•

Exploration

Set in the midst of Roker Point Estates, a distinctive gated community

•

encircling a stunning sea channel, Blue Nirvana will enchant the most

LEARN MORE

•

Running/

•

Swimming

Jogging

•

Walking Tour

•

Yoga

Boarding

•

Sailing

Photography

•

Scuba Diving

discerning travelers with luxurious oceanfront amenities, and the

Golf Course designed by Greg Norman and, of course, from Emerald Bay itself,

attention of a dedicated concierge. The property is adjacent to Emerald

a spectacular beach of white-powder sand and translucent emerald green

Bay Marina and minutes from the award-winning Sandals Emerald Bay

water.
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MARE BLU VILLA

MARE BLU VILLA

Mare Blu Villa
SOUTH CAROLINA,
US VIRGIN ISLANDS
CLT

ACTIVITIES
6 ROOMS

12 PEOPLE

VILLA

From the moment you walk into Mare Blu Villa, you will feel at home. Mare
Blu is at once luxurious and laid back--a true taste of life in St. John. This
island retreat includes six ocean view bedroom/bath master suites and
comfortably sleeps 12, with pricing dependent upon number of guests.
The entire home has air conditioning, wireless internet, and eight cable
TVs, including one in each bedroom. The spacious layout of Mare Blu is

10 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

LEARN MORE

•

Hiking

•

Shopping

•

Sailing

•

Food and Culinary

•

Scuba Diving

•

Day Tours

•

Bush and Beach Walks

•

Kayaking / Canoeing

•

Snorkeling

•

Local Experiences

ideal for families or couples and seamlessly allows for moments of both privacy and togetherness.
Sip your coffee from the pool deck as you overlook the turquoise Caribbean waters, or float in
the pool and simultaneously watch the ocean and the cable TV. The villa’s outdoor living space
is truly spectacular and includes a large infinity pool, a variety of lounge chairs, floats, pool toys,
covered veranda, sundeck, and dining area.

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Villas at Sheriva
44 PEOPLE

SXM

Aruba Tropic Apartments
40 PEOPLE

22 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

10 ROOMS

AUA

LEARN MORE

Located in the chic area of West End, the award-

A Hidden Gem, is our very private and clean

winning Villas at Sheriva successfully blends

small complex surrounded by a Tropical Garden

idyllic Caribbean charm with contemporary

and a Pool with a Good Old fashion BBQ .

elitist comforts. With dynamic views of St.

In a few minutes by car, you are Downtown or

Martin and the Caribbean Sea, the lavish villas

at the popular Eagle or Palm Beach. Dining

– Mystique, Harmony and Infinity – are a true

and Shopping out is within walking distance.

oasis of elegance and oversized opulence. This

Ask us about our Tours!

fully staffed waterfront enclave redefines the
art of luxury escapism. Villa rentals start from

VILLA

HOTEL

three bedrooms up to eight bedrooms, with the
WEST END,ANGUILLA

option to rent the entire 22-rooms

Belmond Cap Juluca
200 PEOPLE

SXM

ARUBA

Mammaloe’s Aruba
12 PEOPLE

108 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

AUA

From the pristine sands of our famed platinum

Mammaloe’s

beach to the inviting, cool interiors or our

gold mines in a protected natural area. The

rooms and restaurants, every part of our luxury

fabulous donkey sanctuary is also nearby, as is

Anguilla hotel is designed to enchant. Located

the entrance to Aruba’s Arikok National Park

along the crescent of Maundays Bay amidst 179

with its breathtaking beauty. A bit further

acres of lush tropical gardens, we re-opened in

away is Mangel Halto, a quiet beach lined by

December 2018 after undergoing a one year,

mangroves. In Savaneta you find Zeerover, an

$121 million renovation of the entire resort. This

outdoor restaurant with fresh fish and relaxed

includes all of the public areas, restaurants, and

RESORT

is

local ambiance.

located

near

the

former

B&B

accommodations.
MAUNDAYS BAY,ANGUILLA
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SANTA CRUZ,ARUBA
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Ocean Z Boutique Hotel Aruba
40 PEOPLE

13 ROOMS

HOTEL

10 PEOPLE

FEATURES
AUA

20 ROOMS

FEATURES
ASD

LEARN MORE

The best personalized service VIP boutique

Big Bamboo is a two acre tropical estate,

hotel in Aruba. Pristine and with the top

nestled behind a secluded privacy gate,

of the top in amenities food and comfort.

located on the aquamarine ocean tidal

Beds from bamboo cotton extremely

waters of Fresh Creek on Andros Island,

comfortable and some rooms with outdoor

Bahamas. The Bahamian Boutique Villa &

showers and master king ocean view with

Waterfront Playground includes a private

private pool. We have the best smiling staff

pool, beach, dock and boat, with out-island

. There is not a No in Ocean Z. We transport

experiences tailored for only one group

to and from the beach We are accros from

at a time. Kayaks, paddle boards, fishing

Arashi beach

poles, bikes and snorkel gear included.

Mirador Barbados
8 PEOPLE

FEATURES
GHB

VILLA
ANDROS,BAHAMAS

La Bougainvillea Resort
200 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

the ocean and two minutes away from the

ARUBA,ARUBA

Big Bamboo

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
BGI

LEARN MORE

Sitting on a picturesque, white sand beach

Mirador is a four bedroom five bathroom

as the waves crash against the shores of

beachfront Villa on the west coast of

the crystal clear blue waters with a perfect

Barbados

Pina colada in your hands. You bask in the
warmth of the sun and the environment
around you. Perfectly in tune with nature,
relaxation, great food and beverages that
bring you back for more. Whether you
RESORT
ELEUTHERA,BAHAMAS

14 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

want boating, relaxing or adventures, we
are a perfect destination for you.

VILLA
SAINT JAMES,BARBADOS

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Nirvana Barbados
10 PEOPLE

BGI

La Maison Michelle
14 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

7 ROOMS

BGI

LEARN MORE

Situated on an exclusive hilltop with panoramic

Nirvana is a five bedroom beachfront villa on

ocean views of Barbados’ “Platinum West

the west coast of Barbados

Coast”, La Maison Michelle combines the idyllic
Caribbean lifestyle with five-star boutique
luxury. This magnificent split-level 7- en suite
villa boasts nearly 13,000 square feet of indoor/
outdoor

living

space

featuring

a

unique

architectural open spa design. The resort has
VILLA
SAINT JAMES,BARBADOS

Radwood Beach Villa #1
6 PEOPLE

BGI

two outdoor gazebos (one for al fresco poolside
dining) plus an expansive rooftop event space.
This is a perfect environmentally safe destination
for all types of private retreats.

LEARN MORE

ST. JAMES,BARBADOS

Sandymount Bermuda
9 PEOPLE

3 ROOMS

VILLA

BDA

10 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Radwood Beach Villa is a high end 3 en-suite

Perched on top of a cliff on 2.5 acres of land

double bedrooms with 4 bathrooms, excellent

overlooking the open ocean, this four-bed,

swimming pool. The house is located on

four-bath stately home, Sandymount, is the

a wonderful beach. We have a cook and a

pinnacle of luxury and privacy. It is a truly unique

housekeeper to look after your every need

experience as you will stay in a restored pirate
fortress, outfitted with canons and artefacts
from Bermuda’s maritime history. With its walls
dating back to the 1600s, you can step back in
VILLA
ST JAMES,BARBADOS
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time while keeping all modern amenities.

VILLA
HAMILTON,BERMUDA
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Villa Altamira
8 PEOPLE

3 ROOMS

Villa Baya Gentil
14 PEOPLE

FEATURES
EIS

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
CUR

LEARN MORE

Boasting one of the best views in the

Villa Baya Gentil is a home away from

BVI270 degree Caribbean Ocean views.

home where anything is possible, from

High above Leverick Bay, Overlooking

relaxing on the large pooldeck overlooking

Necker, Prickly Pear & Mosquito islands.

the ocean to a full day of activities. All at

Relax on the porch while watching world

the coast of Curacao! At only a 500 meter

class yachts sail into the harbor.

walk you will find beautiful beaches, great
restaurants, tropical beach cafes, fun
shops, a relaxing spa, huge gym and a
supermarket.

VILLA

VILLA

VIRGIN GORDA,
BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS

JAN THIEL BEACH,CARIBBEAN

Limin’House
8 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

Villa Aventura
17 PEOPLE

FEATURES
EIS

9 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
BON

LEARN MORE

Limin’House is a Caribbean luxury 4

Canary-yellow walls combined with typical

bedroom villa located on a mountain with

Bonairian architecture gives our property

extensive views of neighboring islands.

a magical touch. Villa Aventura is build

Private bedrooms, baths and balconies for

two stories high in a u-form around a big

alone time and pool, patios, and extensive

pool that spaces out the rooms. The lush

room for group socializing.

tropical garden functions as a natural
decor that contributes to our precious
ambiance. Throughout the terrain you’ll

VILLA
TORTOLA,
BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS

18 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

VILLA
BONAIRE ( DUTCH CARIBBEAN ),
CARIBBEAN NETHERLANDS

find cozy hidden corners, hammocks, and
small ‘palapa’ (dried palm leaf) covered
terraces attached

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Cos Kai

Ocean Whispers Villa

10 PEOPLE

8 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

GCM

3 ROOMS

GCM

LEARN MORE

Welcome to Cos Kai. This two-story luxury

Ocean

villa is a great family, or multiple-couple,

bedroom

home offering amazing sunsets and barefoot

beach.

swimming

beach.

the cool ocean breezes soothe the soul.

Kai

is

Located in a safe neighborhood, in the quiet

Kaibo

district of East End, this villa provides the peace

Boasting
only

a

from
over

a

6,000

5-minute

palm-shaded
sq.

walk

ft.,
from

Cos
the

Yacht Club to the south and a 10-minute

Whispers
house,

The

Villa

is

a

overlooking

views

are

beautiful
the

3

ocean/

breathtaking,

and

and tranquility you seek on your vacation.

walk to Rum Point Beach to the north.
Cos Kai welcomes you to a luxurious private

VILLA

VILLA

enclave on the Caribbean Sea.
GRAND CAYMAN,CAYMAN ISLANDS

Sea Orchard Retreat
16 PEOPLE

GCM

CAYMAN ISLANDS

A|S Boutique Residence
10 PEOPLE

8 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

HAV

Sea Orchard Retreat is a gated micro-resort

EUROPEAN ELAN WITH A CUBAN SPARKLE.

nestled along the western peninsula of Grand

A

Cayman in the Cayman Islands. The resort offers

Old colonial heritage meets contemporary

four private two bedroom & two bathroom

European elegance at this Unesco Centerpiece

cottages, along with a large resort pool with

in the heart of Old Havana. Upmarket yet

heated spa, on-site fitness center, studio,

pleasantly

cabanas, and hammocks.

and subtle luxury and intimacy will make you

unique

vision

of

luxury

informal.The

and

refined

comfort.

simplicity

experience a reassuring sense of privacy in
RESORT

an environment of unpretentious quality and
atmosphere.

GRAND CAYMAN,CAYMAN ISLANDS
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VILLA
LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN,
CUBA
© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Mhai Yoga Retreat Center Cuba
24 PEOPLE

13 ROOMS

10 PEOPLE

FEATURES
HAV

Hopper House
4 ROOMS

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

HAV

A beautiful beach villa located 25 minutes

Luxury

4

Bedroom

from Havana City. A perfect place to

large open plan living area, modern

unwind, relax and immerse in the Cuban

kitchen,

culture. Our outdoor roofed shala can fit

conservatory

40 yogis. There is a private pool on site .

Extensive back garden with fruit and

antique

property

furniture

with

and

climate

with
glass

control.

palm trees. Many areas for relaxation and
socialising. An oasis of calm, privacy and
comfort in the bustling city of Havana.
We offer the highest standard of comfort
RETREAT CENTER

VILLA

LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN,
CUBA

HAVANA,CUBA

Luxury Old Havana
5 PEOPLE

2 ROOMS

LA HABANA,CUBA
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holiday.

Sun Sea Sleep Apartments B&B Villa
20 PEOPLE

FEATURES
HAV

PRIVATE APARTMENT

for a romantic, business or simply relaxing

9 ROOMS

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

CUR

Exciting and luxury design apartment

Sun

with a privilege location in the heart of Old

accommodation on the tropical island

Havana, surrounded by a lot of history and

Curaçao. Bed & Breakfast: 4 spacious

walking distance from all sightseeing. The

rooms with luxurious bathrooms and a

perfect spot for people who want to discover

big swimming pool. Terraces and lounge

the city from a local perspective. This unit is

areas to relax and a delicious breakfast.

fully-equipped, exquisitely designed, with

Apartments: 2-bedroom apartments, each

comfortable king and queen-size beds,

with their own private swimming pool.

high quality bedding and bathrooms fully
stocked with premium amenities. We are
thrilled that you are considering this unit for
your lodging needs.

SPECIALTY LODGING
WILLEMSTAD,CURACAO

Sea

Sleep

is

a

small

scale

A lot of privacy and ideal for families
and small groups. Villa: 5 bedrooms, 5
bathrooms, a breathtaking view. Sun Sea
Sleep, relax in luxury and enjoy the peace.

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Villa Valentine
7 PEOPLE

CUR

Citrus Creek Plantation
25 PEOPLE

3 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

10 ROOMS

DOM

LEARN MORE

Villa Valentine is a beautiful decorated beach

Eco village of cottages and villas in a tropical

house in a the quiet part of Curacao ( BandaBou)

plantation alongside a pristine river , on the

with a huge outdoor living area overlooking the

nature island of the Caribbean , Dominica .

ocean. The sunsets which can be watched from

Barefoot luxury .

the pool or the sunset deck every night are just
amazing. In the neighborhood of the villa you
will find the most gorgeous beaches of the
island. This is just the perfect base from which
VILLA

the whole island can be explored.

ECO VILLAGE

SOTO,CURACAO

Almost Paradise Cottages

Villa Sandemarie
16 PEOPLE

CUR

SAINT PATRICK PARISH,DOMINICA

12 PEOPLE

9 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

GND

Villa Sandemarie is a holiday house with a

Semi-detached cottage units with kitchenettes

swimmingpool, two separate appartments

and

and a small garden. It’s in a quiet and peaceful

gatherings, as well as two outdoor decks, set

environment (but in a residential area) with an

on a hillside and overlooking the ocean and the

amazing view. There are 9 bedrooms and 4

southern Grenadine islands. Fruit trees, flowers,

bathrooms. There is room for 18 people. For a

and shade trees dominate the lot, which is

retreat we recommend a maximum of 15 people.

surrounded by forest. Quiet, peaceful, stunning

Three cars can be parked inside the property .

views, lots of privacy. Five minute walk to the
VILLA
WILLEMSTAD, CAS GRANDI,CURACAO
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balconies,

beach.

a

restaurant

building

for

ECO RESORT
SAINT PATRICK,GRENADA

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Petite Anse Hotel and Restaurant
26 PEOPLE

13 ROOMS

Grand Roatan Caribbean Resort
200 PEOPLE

FEATURES

48 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

GND

FEATURES
RTB

LEARN MORE

A small beachfront boutique hotel in

Grand Roatan Caribbean Resort is located

Grenada set within five acres of lush

in the award winner West Bay beach,

tropical gardens. Leave your stressful

surrounded by pristine waters and white

working life behind and enter a refreshing

sand is the ideal location for family, couples

haven that is laid-back and friendly.

, social and corporate groups retreats that

We’ve got 11 cottages, 2 hotel rooms.

are seeking for lifetime experience in the

There’s

Caribbean.

a

studded

swimming
beach,

pool,

restaurant

a

palm-

and

bar.

We also have a fully equipped conference
RESORT

meeting room space that can be used for

SAINT PATRICK PARISH,GRENADA

yoga, business meetings and retreats.

Calabash Luxury Boutique Hotel
60 PEOPLE

30 ROOMS

ISLAS DE LA BAHIA,HONDURAS

Villas Pico Bonito
10 ROOMS

FEATURES
GND

RESORT

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
SAP

LEARN MORE

Calabash Luxury Boutique Hotel combines

Villas Pico Bonito Jungle Eco Resort -

five star service and luxury within a

riverside location with great Jungle cliff

relaxed and intimate environment to

views...

create the ultimate Caribbean escape.
Every luxury is on offer, starting from
breakfast served on your private balcony,
or on the beach, to excellent dining at our
two renowned restaurants The Beach Club
HOTEL
SAINT GEORGE’S,GRENADA

26 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

and Rhodes Restaurant.

RETREAT CENTER, RESORT,
VILLA, HOTEL
ATLANTIDA,HONDURAS

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Añoranza

Villa Playa Maria

10 PEOPLE

14 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

RTB

9 ROOMS

BQN

LEARN MORE

Añoranza is a secluded 3 story oceanfront

Villa Playa Maria offers a private location and

villa with infinity edge pool and a separate

direct beach access to the best surf break in

guest casita and plunge pool. It’s designed to

Rincón, Puerto Rico. The estate consists of two

maximize the incredible views of the Caribbean

villas that can accommodate a maximum of 24

Sea and 2nd largest barrier reef in the world,

of your closest friends. A salt water pool, a swim

the Mesoamerican Barrier Reef. Añoranza offers

up pool bar, and outdoor living space allow you

guests a 2 bedrooms, 3 bedroom or 4 bedroom

to enjoy the Caribbean air and the ocean views.

option. Each guest suite has a king bed and en

A perfect vacation spot with a staff determined
VILLA

suite bathroom. #thereefawaits

VILLA

to meet all of your needs.

ROATÁN,HONDURAS

WND & WVS

Xbalanque Resort
40 PEOPLE

20 ROOMS

16 PEOPLE

FEATURES
RTB

LEARN MORE

Xbalanque is a luxury boutique resort nestled in
the West Bay area of Roatán, conveniently located

28 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

LEARN MORE

BQN
Maria’s

is

a

new,

eight-bedroom

luxury

oceanfront villa located on Maria’s Beach in

End Village. Surrounded by natural jungle and

Rincón, Puerto Rico. The roomy villa is the

a private beach, Xbalanque exudes tranquility.

perfect place to hold a retreat for your clients. A

Modern decor and high-end furnishings provide

spacious side lawn with beautiful, unobstructed

pampering accommodations. With one to four

views of the ocean is ideal for outdoor yoga.

your accommodation needs. The resort offers

ROATÁN,HONDURAS

8 ROOMS

midway between West Bay Beach and West

bedroom options, Xbalanque can meet any of

RESORT

RINCÓN,PUERTO RICO

an onsite five star restaurant and bar, rooftop
lounge, spa, gym, yoga and event pavilion. We
provide diving, fishing, spa services, yoga and
any activity you wish to experience.

Maria’s also offers a full-size swimming pool,
as well as hot tubs on each deck, so clients will
be able to unwind and relax even more deeply.

VILLA

And, there is private beach access, allowing
clients to enjoy the surf.

RINCÓN,PUERTO RICO

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Villa Esperanza Beach House-Arecibo
6 PEOPLE

3 ROOMS

30 PEOPLE

FEATURES
SJU

Plenitud Puerto Rico
10 ROOMS

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

SJU

LEARN MORE

Beach House villa near the beach coastal

Plenitud Puerto Rico is a 501c3 non-

spa amenities. Perfect to enjoy, recharge

profit educational farm and community

and relax during your stay.

dedicated to service and sustainability. We
provide people with sustainability skills
and knowledge needed to encourage
inner growth and to live in harmony
with themselves, each other, and the
natural world. The heart of our service is

VILLA

experiential learning in sustainability and

FARM

ARECIBO,PUERTO RICO

PUERTO RICO

Villa San Pedrito
3 ROOMS

the arts that engages people in community
service, fosters relationships, and creates
connections.

Villa Oceana
4 PEOPLE

FEATURES
RIG

2 ROOMS

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

SBH

Relaxing atmosphere in contact with

Villa Oceana is a 2-bedroom villa with

nature near the El Yunque Rain Forest

a pool that offers a high privacy and

where you will enjoy the sounds forest

is located in the quiet area of Vitet.

birds, frogs and insects. Very secluded and

The

quiet place with a large variety of local flora

Toiny

and fauna.

Both

view
is
rooms

on

the

simply
are

bay

of

gorgeous.

equal-size

and

located in two separated bungalows.
This set-up is ideal for two couples.
ECO VILLAGE
RIO GRANDE,PUERTO RICO

30 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

VILLA

The villa is perfect for a holiday under the
sign of relaxation and peacefullness.

SAINT BARTHELEMY

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Montpelier Plantation & Beach
38 PEOPLE

SKB

Treehouse Hideaway Villas
5 PEOPLE

19 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

UVF

3 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Montpelier Plantation & Beach is a boutique

Our Treehouse Hideaway Villas consist of two

hideaway in the heart of the Caribbean on the

separate small villas overlooking the amazing

tiny island of Nevis, a former British Colony

Pitons and the Caribbean Sea. Each artfully

steeped in history and known for its vibrant

decorated villa has its own plunge pool, full

natural beauty.

kitchen, lush gardens, and sweeping views. Our
full service staff provides all of our guests with
wonderful hospitality and service.
HOTEL

VILLA

NEVIS,SAINT KITTS AND NEVIS

Butlers House and Cottage, Island of Nevis,WI
6 PEOPLE

NEV

MAMIN,SAINT LUCIA

Sienna House Mustique
12 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

UVF

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

A departure from the usual villa rental holidays,

A magnificent Italian inspired villa featuring

Butler’s is a private historic retreat with a Great

two pools, six bedrooms with large marble

House and Cottage within 6 acres of a former

bathrooms, a gourmet kitchen, large media

plantation situated atop the village which

room, gym and abundant Atlantic views from

shares its name.

the entire property. Unique statuary and
trickling water features ornament the lush
tropical garden. Sienna’s professional staff
completes this sanctuary on the private island
VILLA

of Mustique, one of the most sought after
holiday destinations in the world

WEST INDIES,SAINT KITTS AND NEVIS
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VILLA
MUSTIQUE, SAINT VINCENT
& THE GRENADINES
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Tenuta Chatham Bay
10 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

Beach Villa Cala Mar
6 PEOPLE

FEATURES

3 ROOMS

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

BGI

LEARN MORE

SXM

Tenuta Chatham Bay is located in the

Villa

with

private

beach,

enchanted and secluded beach of Chathan

designed for holiday rental.

exclusively

in Union Island heart of the Grenadines.
Luxury

cottage

untouched

in

beauty

the

like

a

natural
feel

at

home atmosphere is out philosophy.
Daily trip to the close atolls or relaxing
in our beach bar like swimming in
the
RESORT

enchanting

chatham

water

are

only fews of the activity of our guests.

UNION ISLAND,SAINT VINCENT
AND THE GRENADINES

We looking to welcome you soon.

Richmond Vale Diving and Hiking Center
50 PEOPLE

20 ROOMS

RETREAT CENTER
SAINT VINCENT,SAINT VINCENT
AND THE GRENADINES
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CUL DE SAC,SINT MAARTEN

Villa Paradise, St. Lucia
6-30 PEOPLE

FEATURES
SVD

VILLA

3 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
UVF

LEARN MORE

Nestled in picturesque beauty our Diving &

Ready to relax? Come join us at Villa Paradise!

Hiking Centre offers comfortable and basic

Villa Paradise is a completely remodeled 3

rooms as a base for hikes to La Soufriere,

bedroom 2 bath oceanfront villa perched

Trinity Falls, Darkview Falls and many

atop the cliffs of Trouya Peninsula. With

other nearby trails. Scuba Diving in the

unobstructed views of Pigeon Island and

prestige North Leeward Water. Socialize

Martinique, Villa Paradise offers unmatched

with international volunteers preparing to

privacy and luxury. Enjoy an expansive pool

do development work. Take advantage of

deck, complete with a brand new infinity

free internet in our assembly hall or join
us for meals. Enjoy our horses and other
animals. Properly the most affordable
accommodation in St. Vincent

VILLA
GROS ISLET,ST LUCIA

edge pool, new appliances, furnishings, and
air conditioned bedrooms. Villa Paradise
will be sure to please our most discerning
guests!
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Albatross Nest
8 PEOPLE

UVF

Eagles Base Villa & Cottage
28 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

TAB

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Albatross Nest epitomizes Caribbean style

Eagles Base Villa and Cottage is a beautiful

living with truly breath taking 180-degree views

estate located in the lush green mountains of

from the property’s open and elevated terraces.

Orange Hill with breathtaking views of the entire

Enjoy magical views across the sea to the island

southern tip of Tobago and Northern Range

of Martinique in one direction and Pigeon Island

of Trinidad. It is located in a sleepy Caribbean

National Park and Rodney Bay in the other.

mountain village. The Main Villa has 6 bedrooms

Albatross Nest has a beautiful tropical garden

which can sleep 15 comfortably, and up to 22

and attractive private pool. It is the perfect place

with the additional pull out beds and sofa beds.

to enjoy nature and the sound of the sea below.

VILLA

The 1 bedroom cottage can accommodate up

RESORT

to 6 guests with additional sofa beds.
CAP ESTATE,ST LUCIA

Villa Petrus

Nirvana Tobago
8 PEOPLE

TAB

BETHEL,TRINIDAD & TOBAGO

15 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

TAB

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Nirvana Tobago is a luxurious private Villa on

Villa Petrus is a plantation style Caribbean villa in

the Caribbean coast, with alfresco dining, pool

Tobago, built to accommodate large groups (up

side cabana bar and saltwater pool with jacuzzi.

to 17). Perfect for weddings, birthdays and other

The 6000+ sq. ft residence is graced with 12-

events, it retains the perfect balance between

foot ceilings, skylights and breathtaking ocean

lifestyle and respect for the environment. It has

views.

outstanding facilities that includes a 22 metre
pool set in two acres of beautiful grounds,
planted to attract the many beautiful species
VILLA

of birds on the island. It is private and secluded

VILLA

and only ten minutes from one of the best
TOBAGO,TRINIDAD & TOBAGO
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snorkelling sites.

BLACK ROCK,TRINIDAD & TOBAGO
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Adventure Eco Villas Tobago
6 PEOPLE

2 ROOMS

10 PEOPLE

FEATURES
TAB

Villa Ondines
5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
FDF

LEARN MORE

Quality villas on stilts overlooking the

Les Ondines is a 5 star villa Fully turned to

tropical gardens and small nature reserve.

the open sea, it offers an extraordinary view

Pick your own tropical fruits when is

of the crystal clear waters of the Caribbean

season. Fish pond. Every thing is organic.

Sea located in the picturesque village of

Bird observation center to view a wide

les Anses d’Arlet in Martinique.

selection of birds and Hummingbirds.Its
considered the hummingbird Capital of
Tobago . Opportunity to plant your own
tree. Winner of conservation awards. Its a
VILLA

combination of Eco and Agro-tourism and

TOBAGO,TRINIDAD & TOBAGO

a unique place .

LES ANSES-D’ARLET,
MARTINIQUE

At Home in the Tropics
9 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

Le Barthelemy Hotel & Spa
88 PEOPLE

FEATURES
STT

VILLA

44 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
SXM

An Urban Oasis perched above the

LEARN MORE

Located on a perfect crescent-shaped,

Caribbean harbor of Charlotte Amalie

white-sand beach along St. Barths’ famed

providing a private and intimate setting for

Grand Cul de Sac, award-winning Le

small groups.

Barthélemy Hotel & Spa envelops guests in
its philosophy of human-centered, couture
hospitality. A member of the Small Luxury
Hotels of the World, Le Barthélemy offers
44 rooms and suites each with a terrace and

HOTEL
SAINT THOMAS,US VIRGIN ISLANDS
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many with private pools, oceanfront dining
HOTEL
GUADELOUPE,SAINT BARTHELEMY

venues, seaside infinity pool and Le Spa at
Le Barthélemy, a peaceful haven aimed at
holistic wellbeing with skincare by La Mer.
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VILLA EMUNAH

Villa Emunah
15 PEOPLE

TAB
TRINIDAD &
TOBAGO

7 ROOMS

VILLA

LEARN MORE

Villa Emunah is an exclusive luxury villa located
in the Canoe Bay Area in Canaan, Tobago. Seven
artistically decorated rooms, including a Bridal
Loft and Event Centered Facilities. We are two
minutes from the beautiful Canoe Bay Beach
Facilities.

Check out the rest of
the Caribbean venues

CARIBBEAN
Discover stunning retreat
venues in Dominican
Republic, Belize, Turks and
Caicos Islands, Jamaica
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BOOK YOUR PERFECT RETREAT VENUE
Choose from a 1000+ venues vetted by our community of over 750 retreat leaders.

FIND A VENUE

retreatsandvenues.com
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A ThriveNetwork Company
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